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Assessment: Item 1: 13% Quiz (1 hour) Item 2: 12% Quiz (1 hour) Item 3: 16% Quiz (1 hour) Item 4:
60% Group Project (3000 words) Level: 7 Introduction to Multimedia Electronic Engineering and

Computer Science ECS416U Semester 2 5 Yes Introduction to MultimediaCredits: 15.0Contact: Dr.
Miles HansardDescription: This module unit focuses on the basics concepts on multimedia systems.
It introduces the student to the building elements of multimedia computing and their relation with

human perception.By the end of the module students should be able to: * understand the difference
between analogue and digital * cover the underlying theory of quantisation and sampling for audio,
images and video * learn the high-level functioning of the human year and human eye * understand

the different colour space representations * understand how to characterise different media
through their features * study practical examples of multimedia systems Assessment: Quiz Level:
1Contact: Dr Miles HansardDescription: In this module students will learn about the basic concepts
behind the creation of music and sound for media. The students will learn the underlying theory of
quantisation and sampling for audio, images and video.By the end of the module students should

be able to: * understand the difference between analogue and digital * cover the underlying theory
of quantisation and sampling for audio, images and video * learn the high-level functioning of the
human year and human eye * understand the different colour space representations * understand

how to characterise different media through their features * study practical examples of multimedia
systems
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Credits: 15.0W.J.T. Masclet (2003-04-25)Thérèse Peignot Description: Fun, educational, complex
visual and audio based course through history of Mozambique, taking students on a trip through the
different phases of the country's independence movement. This course has been produced by the

University of Louvain's Institute of African Studies, IAP. It consists of 20 lectures divided into 5
modules of 4 lectures each.25 minutes per lecture, with between 9 and 10 lectures per week. One
session is dedicated to listening and watching a short video and one to a laboratory session.15.0

credits for the course, and 5.0 credits for each of the following modules: 1. African Film and Media
in Mozambique (adapted from film studies courses) 2. Mozambique in an International Perspective

(adapted from a course in South African history) 3. Mozambique's National Institute of Cinema
(adapted from a course in Africa and French cinema) Contact information is available at the end of

the course pages. Dead Space Conversione ITA Audio Sub hack offline The DAO was a decentralized
autonomous organization (DAO) that launched in 2016 on the Ethereum blockchain. The DAO was

designed to be an investor-directed cryptocurrency venture capital fund, but after raising $150
million USD worth of ether (ETH) through an initial token sale, the project was hacked, resulting in
the loss of millions of dollars worth of ETH. This hack is notable in the crypto space as it led to a

schism within the Ethereum community that resulted in a hard fork of the Ethereum network that
created two separate blockchains, Ethereum (ETH) and Ethereum Classic (ETC). 5ec8ef588b
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